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of developing pneumonia. Benzodiazepines and propofol were 
associated with an increased VAE risk, but not dexmedetomidine 
[12]. 3) Low tidal volume ventilation (LTVV): Several studies have 
shown that low tidal volume MV reduce ARDS, atelectasis, and lung 
infections in patients without ARDS [13-15]. 4) Maintenance of 
gastric acid: Anti-ulcerative agents are prophylactically administered 
in MV patients to prevent stress ulcers. The increased pH of gastric 
juice caused by anti-ulcerative agents has been shown to promote 
proliferation of pathogenic bacteria in the stomach. Aspiration 
of these bacteria is considered as one of the causes of VAP. Studies 
have shown that administration of anti-ulcerative agents that did not 
affect gastric acidity, such as sucralfate had a lower incidence of VAP, 
compared to proton pump inhibitors and H2 receptor blockers [16].

On the other hand, it is also important to improve the compliance 
of VAE preventive measures. Studies have shown that improving the 
compliance of preventive measures can shorten the time of MV and 
reduce the incidence of VAE. However, in China, the implementation 
status of VAE preventive measures, including VAP preventive 
measures, has not been reported, and the compliance with the above 
preventive measures may not be high. Therefore, this study aimed to 
investigate the implementation status of VAE preventive measures 
and influencing factors affecting their implementation status in the 
ICU of the 3A hospitals in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region of China.

Introduction

The incidence of ventilator-associated pneumonia (VAP) has always 
been an important surveillance indicator for healthcare-associated 
infections, as up to 28% of patients receiving mechanical ventilation 
(MV) will have a clinical course complicated by VAP episode, and the 
incidence of pneumonia is 21 times higher in patients with tracheal 
intubation than in those without a manual airway [1-5]. Each country, 
including China, has developed VAP guidelines and recommended 
VAP prophylaxis such as spontaneous awakening trial (SAT), 
spontaneous breathing trial (SBT) and oral care.

Recently, VAP surveillance has been replaced by ventilator-
associated events (VAE) surveillance due to the diagnostic difficulty 
of VAP. VAE surveillance aims to purposefully identify significant 
MV associated events and associated complications in patients 
with MV, including VAP, pulmonary edema, pulmonary embolism, 
pneumothorax, atelectasis, etc. In the VAE surveillance algorism [6], 
ventilator-associated conditions (VAC) are first screened and then 
infection-associated VAC (IVAC) is assessed when VAE indicators 
meet the IVAC criteria. IVAC is classified as possible or provable 
pneumonia (PVAP) if the infection is confirmed from the sputum/
BAL examination and/or culture result.

In addition to VAP prophylaxis, the following measures have been 
shown to be effective in preventing VAE: 1) Management of negative 
body fluid balance: studies have shown that 30% to 40% of VAE 
develop from the conditions which cause excess body fluid including 
congestive heart failure, pulmonary edema, and new pleural effusion, 
etc. [7-10]. Positive fluid balance is identified as an independent risk 
factor for VAE in a case-control study [11]. 2) Avoidance of excessive 
sedation: Deep or continuous sedation may prolong MV, and thus 
increase the risk of VAE. Deep sedation is associated with the risk 
of complications such as atelectasis, aspiration, and obstruction 
of the respiratory tract by secretion, all of which increase the risk 
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Method

Survey recruitment procedure

A web-based sampling method was used to select 40 ICUs from 47 
tertiary university hospitals in the Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region for 
the survey.

The researcher contacted the supervisors or senior nurses of these 
ICUs via WeChat (A free cell phone communication application) and 
explained the purpose of the study and the ethical considerations 
the researcher was committed to the study, such as confidentiality of 
hospital and respondent information. After obtaining permission, the 
researcher sent the two-dimensional code of the online questionnaire 
to them. The submission of the online questionnaire was considered 
consent.

The study was conducted with the approval of the Ethics Review 
Committee of the Chiba University Graduate School of Nursing 
(approval number: 31-54).

Online questionnaire

The questionnaire was divided into four parts: 1) Basic ICU 
information: number of nurses and physicians in each shift, number 
of beds and number of MV patients per day; 2) Implementation 
of VAE surveillance; 3) Implementation of preventive measures 
recommended in the VAP guidelines: head elevation to 30° or more, 
oral care methods and frequency, hand hygiene, implementation of 
SAT and SBT, and use of sedatives. 4) Implementation of preventive 
measures for VAE other than VAP: fluid balance management, 
implementation of low tidal volume MV and tidal volume settings, 
and use of anti-ulcer drugs.

Participants were also asked to voluntarily answer the reason why 
each preventive measure was not implemented.
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Data analysis

Descriptive statistics were calculated and relationships between 
answers were also analyzed. Student t-test was used for the 
comparison of continuous variables. Categorical data were compared 
using the chi-square test. All statistical analyses were performed 
with a statistical package for the social sciences software version 24.0 
(SPSS, Chicago, IL, USA). For all analyses, p values less than 0.05 were 
considered significant.

Results

General information of the subjected ICUs

Thirty-two valid questionnaires were recovered from 40 distributed 
questionnaires, with a return rate of 80%. The mean values for the 
number of beds, MV patients, nurses and physicians per shift in the 
ICU were 18.5±2.4, 6.1±0.7, 10.9±2.1 and 4.3±4.4, respectively.

Figure 1 shows the ratio of nurse per shift to beds and MV patients. 
Each nurse managed more than one bed in about 81% of ICUs and 
more than one MV patient in about 30 % of ICUs; each physician 
managed more than 5 beds in about 65% of responding ICUs and 
managed more than one MV patient in half of ICUs.

Implementation of VAE surveillance and monitoring items

VAE surveillance was implemented in 29 of the 32 responding ICUs 
(90.6%). Regarding the monitoring items in all ICUs, all items (VAP, 
pulmonary embolism, pneumothorax, pulmonary edema, atelectasis) 
were monitored in 14 ICUs (43.8%). 9 ICUs (28.1%) monitored some 
of them and remaining 6 ICUs (18.8%) only monitored VAP. 

3 ICU (9.4%), in which VAE surveillance was not conducted, 
monitored only VAP, or pulmonary embolism, pneumothorax, 
and atelectasis, or pulmonary edema, pulmonary embolism, 
pneumothorax, and atelectasis.

Figure 1: Nurse and doctor vs. bed ratio and nurse and doctor vs. MV patient ratio per shift.
N: B: Nurse vs. bed ratio; N: P: Nurse vs. MV patient ratio; D: P: Doctor vs. MV patient ratio; D: B: Doctor vs. bed ratio.
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Implementation of VAP preventive measures

Table 1 shows the implementation of VAP prophylaxis. Bed head 
elevation at 30° or greater was used in all ICUs. In 26 ICUs (81.2%) 
both hand washing with soap and tap water and hand rubbing with 
alcohol sanitizer were used for hand hygiene. 15 ICUs (46.9%) did not 
perform recommended amount of oral care (3 times a day or more).  
For oral care methods, brushing with toothbrush was adopted in only 
8 ICUs (25.0%). 25 ICUs (78.1%) used the solution with bactericidal 
activity for oral care, and chlorhexidine gluconate was common. 
Although 26 ICUs (81.2%) and 29 ICUs (90.7%) implemented SAT 
and SBT, 13 ICUs (50%) and 4 ICUs (13.8%) implemented them daily, 
respectively.

Only 9 ICUs (28.1%) implemented VAP care bundle when ICUs, 
which implemented bed head elevation (>30°), hand hygiene, oral care 
(implemented two or more items recommended in VAP guideline), 
SAT and SBT were considered to implement VAP care bundle. None 
of them did not perform SAT and SBT daily.

Implementation of effective preventive measures for VAE other 
than VAP

Table 2 shows the implementation of prophylactic measures for 
VAE other than VAP. For sedatives, 24 ICUs (75.0%) used short-acting
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sedatives (propofol and dexmedetomidine) for a high usage, with 17 
ICUs (53.1%) mainly using the dexmedetomidine. Benzodiazepines 
continued to account for 50% or more of the sedatives in 10 ICUs 
(31.2%). Maintaining negative fluid balance (OUT> IN) was adopted 
in 8 ICUs (26.7%). The number of ICUs that set tidal volume below 7 
mL/kg was only 3 (10.7%). In most ICUs, proton pump inhibitors and 
H2 receptor blockers were dominantly used as anti-ulcer drugs, and 
the dominant usage of sucralfate was reported in only 6 ICUs (24.0%).

Implementation status of individual ICUs

For the implementation of all 9 preventive measures (5 of the 
VAP care bundle shown in Table 1 and the primary use of short-
acting sedatives, negative fluid balance, LTVV and the dominant 
use of sucralfate in Table 2), the mean of implemented items was 
5.12±1.43.20 ICUs implemented 5 items or more (5 in 6 ICUs, 6 in 
8 ICUs, 7 in 5 ICUs and 8 in 1 ICU), whereas the remaining 12 ICUs 
implemented only 4 or less (4 in 7 ICUs and 3 in 5 ICUs).

We also investigated the relationship between SAT, SBT and 
sedation implementation, since SBT in only possible when MV 
patients pass SAT and control of sedation must be controlled to 
make SAT successful. The results are shown in Table 3. Sedatives 
were classified as long-acting (midazolam) and short-acting ones 
(propofol or dexmedetomidine). Only one ICU implemented SAT 
and SBT daily. 11 of 13 ICUs that performed SAT daily performed 
SBT irregularly or before extubation. 2 ICUs conducted daily SBT 
without SAT. 5 of 26 ICUs performed SAT daily or irregularly and 
remained predominantly sedated with long-acting sedatives.

Influence of facility characteristics on implementation status

To clarify whether facility characteristics affect the implementation 
status of VAE preventative measures, the relationship between facility

Implementation projects N (%)

VAP monitoring 28 (87.5)

Bed head elevation

Setting 30° 18 (56.2)

>30° 14 (43.8)

Hand hygiene

Method soap and running water 6 (18.8)

soap and running water+ alcohol 
hand sanitizer

26 (81.2)

Oral care

Frequency twice a day 15 (46.9)

3 times a day 8 (25.0)

≥4 times a day 9 (28.2)

Method Brushing 8 (25.0)

non-brushing 24 (75.0)

Solution Bactericidal solution 25 (78.1)

saline 7 (21.9)

SAT

Frequency daily 13 (40.6)

irregular 13 (40.6)

SBT

Frequency daily 4  (12.5)

irregular 10 (31.2)

before extubation 15 (46.9)

VAP care bundle 9 (28.1)
Table 1: Implementation status of VAP preventive measures.
VAP care bundle: Raise the bed head 30°+use running water and soap 
for hand hygiene+use 2 or more recommended oral care methods 
(brushing for oral care/more than 3 times a day/use bactericidal 
solution)+implement SAT and SBT.

Monitoring items N (%)

Sedative

Short-acting          22 (68.7)

Dexmedetomidine 17 (53.1)

Propofol 5 (15.6)

Long-acting

Benzodiazepines 10 (31.3)

Fluid balance control

Negative 8 (25.0)

Non-negative 22 (68.8)

LTVV

0~7mL/kg 3   (9.4)

7-10mL/kg 25 (78.1)

Anti-ulcer drugs

Dominant usage of S 6 (18.7)

Dominant usage of  PPI and/or H2 19 (59.4)
Table 2: Implementation of preventive measures for VAE other than VAP.
LTVV: Low tidal volume ventilation;                                                                                                       
Short-acting: usage of Propofol and  Dexmedetomidine>50%. 
Long-acting: usage of Benzodiazepines >50%.
S: Sucralfate; PPI: proton pump inhibitors; H2: H2 receptor blockers. 
Dominant usage of S: the usage of Sucralfate ≥1/3.
Dominant usage of  PPI and/or H2: the usage of Sucralfate <1/3.
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characteristics and implementation status of VAE preventive measures 
were analyzed. The results are shown in Table 4. ICUs with N vs. P 
ratio of less than 1 significantly implemented SAT compared with 
ICUs with larger N vs. P ratio (p= 0.038), and ICUs with N vs. B ratio 
of less than 2 preformed SAT significantly more often and regularly 
than ICUs with larger N vs. B ratio (p= 0.018). Moreover, ICUs with 
N vs. B ratio of less than 2 had significantly higher oral care frequency 
(p= 0.049) compared with ICUs with larger N vs. B ratio. ICUs with 
N vs. P ratio of less than 1 tended to use toothbrushes for oral care 
(p= 0.186) compared with an ICU with larger N vs. P ratio. ICUs with 
a D vs. B ratio of less than 5 significantly implemented SAT compared 
with ICUs with a larger D vs. B ratio (p= 0.047). ICUs with D vs. B 
ratio of less than 5 had significantly higher usage of dexmedetomidine 
compared with ICUs with larger D vs. B ratio (p= 0.004) (Table 4).

No respondent answered the reason for not taking prophylaxis.

Discussion

Characteristics (Outlines) of responded ICUs

The investigated ICUs was affiliated with 3A university hospitals, 
which are high level hospitals in China. The average number of beds, 
MV patients, nurses and physicians per shift are 18.5, 6.1, 10.9 and 
4.3 respectively. According to the regulations on hospital classification 
in China, the number of beds in 3A hospitals should be higher than 
those in lower-level hospitals. In terms of nurse bed ratio and nurse 
MV patient ratio, nearly half of ICU nurses need to take care of more 
than 2 patients per shift, and nearly one third of nurses need to take 
care of more than 1 MV patient. This ratio is lower than the ratio of 1:1 
per shift in the guidelines for ICU construction and management in 
China. This ratio is also lower than the 4:1 ratio of total nurses to beds 
in ICUs in the United States [17]. Clearly, even in ICU attached to 3A 
hospitals, there is a shortage of nursing staff.

Implementation of VAE surveillance

Of the 32 ICUs that responded, 29 ICUs monitored for VAE, and 14 
of these monitored for all ventilator-associated complications from the 
questionnaire, including VAP, pulmonary embolism, pneumothorax, 
pulmonary edema, atelectasis, etc. The detection method of VAE 
is simple and required data are easily available from the electronic 
medical record. This is probably the main reason for monitoring VAE 
in most ICUs.

Implementation status of VAP preventive measures

Our findings suggested that implementation status of oral care, SAT 
and SBT were not enough in Chinese ICU.
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For oral care, the percentage of ICUs that did not perform oral 
care at the recommended frequency (three or more times a day) was 
46.9%, and only eight ICUs (25%) used a toothbrush in oral care of 
MV patients (Table 1). The oral status of patients with endotracheal 
intubation is complex. This makes it difficult and time-consuming 
to perform oral care and brush the oral cavity with toothbrush in 
MV patients. It seems difficult to provide adequate oral care and to 
have an opportunity for improving oral care skill for patients with 
endotracheal intubation when there is a shortage of nursing staff in 
ICU. The frequency of oral care in the ICUs with fewer nursing staff is 
significantly lower, which indicates this possibility (Table 4).

Due to the low implementation rate of daily SAT and SBT, most 
physicians continue to use traditional weaning methods based on 
clinical judgment or experience because of a lack of systematic 
knowledge of MV weaning [20]. Physicians' empirical treatment may 
be due to the fact that VAP guidelines have not been fully popularized 
in China.

SAT and SBT are recommended to be implemented in pairs. 
However, the vast majority of ICUs that perform daily SAT did not 
perform SBT regularly or before extubation (Table 3). This indicates 
that the prevalence of paired SAT and SBT prophylaxis is very low, or 
in other words, that daily paired SAT and SBT are not standardized. 

The relative shortage of physicians will directly affect the 
implementation of SAT. Nurses caring for MV patients also played 
a role in the implementation of SAT and SBT, especially SAT. Nurses' 
advice to physicians on MV patients likely to pass SAT is also 
important in the implementation of daily SAT. Research have shown 
that nurse-led sedation can reduce the duration of MV, and the length 
of stay in the ICU. For nurse-led sedation, it is necessary to observe 
MV patients frequently and to assess appropriate sedative levels. If 
nurses do not have enough time to observe MV patients carefully due 
to understaffing, they may prefer deeper sedation, which will delay 
withdrawal. In fact, meta-analysis has shown that the nurse-patient 
ratio is an important factor affecting nurses' workload and disturbing 
sedation, and understaffing had a tendency to be under sedated and 
over sedated [19].  Understaffing will prevent nurses from finding 
enough time for the assessment of SAT. In addition, education on SAT 
for ICU nurses may be inadequate.

Implementation status of VAE preventive measure

The implementation rate of effective VAE other than VAP 
prophylaxis were generally lower than that of VAP prophylaxis. 

For the choice of sedatives, recent studies have shown that 
benzodiazepines are more likely to lead to adverse clinical outcomes 
[18], whereas propofol and dexmedetomidine can shorten the 
duration of mechanical ventilation and reduce the incidence of 
VAE [11]. However, ICUs, in which dexmedetomidine was used 
for more than 50% (Table 2), was 17 of 32, and most were in ICU 
with understaffing of physicians (D vs. B ratio less than 5, Table 4). 
Compared with propofol and midazolam, dexmedetomidine is 
relatively newly launched and its production began in 2018 in China. 
Therefore, the use of dexmedetomidine still requires learning and 
clinical practice, and physicians in ICU with low Dvs. B ratio may have 
more time to learn and practice the use of dexmedetomidine. Higher 
drug price may also influence the choice of sedatives. In addition, 5 
out of 10 ICUs implementing SAT used primarily benzodiazepines 
for sedation (Table 3). Successful SAT and early exit from MV should

SAT

daily irregular

SBT daily 1 2

irregular 3 6

before extubation 8 4

Sedative short-acting1 10 11

long-acting2 3 2
Table 3:  Implementation of SBT and sedative in ICUs implementing 
SAT.
1:usage of short-acting sedatives more than 50%.
2:usage of long-acting sedatives more than 50%.
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N vs. B ratio N vs. P ratio D vs. B ratio D vs. P ratio
<2 >2 P <1 >1 P <5 >5 P <2 >2 P

Oral care 
Method
Brushing 4 4 0.414 5 3 0.186 5 3 0.539 4 4 0.838
Not brushing 13 11 17 7 12 12 13 11
Frequency
<4 times a day 10 13 0.049* 15 8 0.874 11 12 0.337 11 12 0.337
>4 times a day 7 2 7 2 6 3 6 3
SAT
Implementation
YES 12 14 0.365 20 6 0.038* 16 10 0.047* 15 11 0.281
NO 4 2 2 4 1 5 2 4
Frequency
Daily 9 4 0.018* 8 5 0.690 7 6 0.420 6 7 0.234
Other 3 10 10 3 9 4 9 4
SBT
Implementation
YES 15 14 0.544 19 10 0.935 14 15 0.087 16 13 0.471
NO 2 1 3 0 3 0 1 2
Frequency
Daily 2 2 0.945 3 1 0.849 2 2 0.941 3 1 0.390 
Other 13 12 16 9 12 13 13 12
Sedative
Usage
B<50% 14 7 0.582 15 6 0.638 15 6 0.004* 13 8 0.169
B>50% 7 4 8 3 2 9 4 7
Fluid balance control
Implementation
YES 15 15 0.144 20 10 0.555 16 14 0.927 16 14 0.927
NO 2 0 2 0 1 1 1 1
Indicator
Negative 5 3 0.825 7 1 0.589 7 1 0.024* 5 3 0.544
Non-negative 10 12 13 9 9 13 11 11
LTVV
Implementation
YES 14 14 0.285 19 9 0.387 15 13 0.893 15 13 0.893
NO 3 1 3 1 2 2 2 2
Setting
≤7mL/kg 1 2 0.630 2 1 0.122 3 0 0.088 1 2 0.457
7~10mL/kg 13 12 17 8 12 13 14 11
Anti-ulcer drugs
Implementation
YES 13 10 0.411 16 7 0.595 14 9 0.160 12 11 0.863
NO 4 5 6 3 3 6 5 4
Usage
S>1/3 5 1 0.123 4 2 0.858 5 1 0.190 5 1 0.076
S<1/3 8 9 12 5 9 8 7 10

N vs. B ratio: Nurse vs. bed ratio; N vs. P ratio: Nurse vs. MV patient ratio.
D vs. B ratio: Doctor vs. bed ratio; D vs. P ratio: Doctor vs. MV patient ratio.
B: Benzodiazenpines; LTVV: Low tidal volume ventilation; GRV:Gastric remaining volume; S: Sucralfate; D: dexmedetomidine.
Apply the chi-square test to calculate the relationship between each preventive measure and N vs. B and N vs. P ratio.
*P<0.05
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be considered to avoid deep sedation. This may be related to the high 
heterogeneous population of critically ill patients. Their disease type, 
pathophysiological mechanism, disease progression and severity of 
ICU patients under MV require deep sedation in some cases to meet 
specific therapeutic purposes.

Only 8 (25%) of 32 ICUs adopted negative fluid balance as a 
criterion for fluid balance management in MV patients. Depending 
on the patient's conditions such as hemorrhagic shock, diabetic 
ketoacidosis, heat stroke, etc. at the time of ICU admission, fluid 
resuscitation is necessary. When the patient is stable, the physician 
may prefer to maintain the patient's intake and output to prevent the 
adverse effects of positive or negative fluid balance.

The principle of the effectiveness of LTVV is that small tidal 
volumes are unlikely to develop over-expansion of the alveoli, which is 
one of the main causes of ventilator-associated lung injury. However, 
LVTT was conducted in only 3 ICUs. In most ICUs the ventilator 
tidal volumes were set at 7~10mL/kg. In general, tidal volumes are 
calculated based on patent’s body weight, which may be inaccurate 
when measuring the patient’s body weight because patients is often 
lying down when arriving at ICU. In addition, tidal volumes are often 
set too large at the beginning on MV. The prevention of atelectasis in 
sedated patients and treatment of ARDS may be the main reasons for 
large tidal volumes. When choosing a mechanical ventilation mode, 
the physicians prefer to control of airway pressure rather than tidal 
volume. In patients with good lung compliance, physicians generally 
choose normal tidal volume. 

Proton pump inhibitors or H-2 blockers was primarily used in 
nearly 80 % of responded ICUs for the prevention of stress ulcers. 
They work by increasing the pH of gastric juice by reducing the 
secretion of gastric acid. However, elevated pH promotes bacterial 
colonization in the stomach and increases the risk of VAP. Therefore, 
sucralfate which acts by increasing mucus secretion and hence does 
not increase the gastric pH, is recommended for VAP prevention. 
Although some ICUs used sucralfate, the dominant use of sucralfate 
remains in minority. This may be due to less effectiveness of sucralfate 
in reducing gastrointestinal bleeding.

Conclusions

Through the questionnaire survey on the implementation of VAE 
preventive measures, it is necessary to increase the compliance of daily 
SAT and SBT and frequency of oral care and toothbrush scrubbing. In 
addition, it is also necessary to discuss medicines for sedation, body 
fluid management, ventilator parameters and anti-ulcer drugs for the 
prevention of VAE in MV patients.

Limitation

Our survey targets are limited in number and region and may 
only a fraction of implementation status of the entire Chinese 
implementation. Further, the reasons for the difficulty or failure to 
implement the preventive measures were not obtained.
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